A new method for fault detection is presented. It is based on a system description using temporal constraint nets. Temporal constraint nets are extended constraint nets capable of dealing with values that change with time. Faults are detected if observed behavior does not match the description. Matching is formulated as searching for solutions of the temporal constraint net. An efficient algorithm with complexity linear in the number of constraints is presented. The algorithm requires a preprocessing phase to achieve a tree-structured temporal constraint net.
INTRODUCTION
No technical system built by man is faultless. Therefore there is a certain probability of faults occurring during the lifetime of every system. Because such faults cannot be completely avoided, it is necessary to detect them early so that fault following and system damage can be avoided and system availability can be increased. This paper deals with automatic fault detection for sequentially controlled machines, i.e., some kind of real-time system. We require that machines are controlled via control-signals and that sensors measure the current machine state, thereby emitting sensorsignals. These are the only visible signals of the system behavior. Machines and controllers are not further described or restricted here.
Existing Approaches
Two main approaches of fault detection exist so far. They are determined by the way of describing correct and faulty system-behavior. The first is the heuristic and the second the systematic or model-driven approach.
The dominant aspect of the heuristic approach is to describe correct behavior with a set of conditions on visible signals that are necessary for correct system behavior. One example is the application of test-programs, each assigned to one condition. Each test-program must classify the behavior as not faulty (Kościelny, 1987) . Another example is the use of frames in (Scarl et al., 1985) . Each frame describes a subsystem by some conditions. Monitoringconsists of continuously testing the consistency of observed and expected behavior of the subsystem.
The main idea of the systematic or model-driven approach is to provide a complete model that describes the whole (correct) system behavior in detail. Fault detection is carried out by checking the systembehavior against the model behavior and to interpret every discrepancy as a fault. Examples for this approach are the use of Petri-net-like state-graphs to model the system-behavior (Takata and Schwager, 1982) and the construction of zone tables which assign possible I/O-patterns of the system to each zone, i.e., physical state of the system (Roberts, 1989) .
The essential difference between both classes of fault detection is that the heuristic approach can make use of visible signals only and the systematic approach uses system states that are derived from observations. The advantage of the first is that a system description is fast to create because only some conditions must be formulated without generating a complete and therefore expensive description as in the systematic approach. But because of the system model's completeness, far more faults can be detected using systematic approaches.
Temporal Constraint Nets
This paper presents a method for automatic fault detection which claims to combine the advantages of both the heuristic and systematic approach. It is based on a system description using temporal constraint nets (TCNs) which are defined here.
Standard constraint nets consist of finite sets of variables and constraints (Meseguer, 1989 Sussman and Steele (1980) have used such a system description for electric circuits without time-dependent behavior. In order to describe real-time systems, constraint nets must be temporally extended. In this case, values change with time, and constraints must express temporal connections between variables. In the following, such temporal constraint nets are defined and it is described how efficient fault detection is possible.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a simple example of a sequentially controlled machine. An overview of TCNs and their use for fault detection is given. Temporal constraints (TCs) are introduced and formally defined in section 3. In the following section, solutions of TCNs as well as an efficient algorithm to search for solutions is presented; fault detection is based on this algorithm. The paper concludes with a comparison of this new fault detection method with existing approaches.
EXAMPLE
The transport device in Fig. 1 has the task to fill the contents of container 1 and 2 into the lorry staying at position A and B, respectively, and then to empty out the lorry into container 3 at position C. Afterwards, the lorry has to return to position A. Sensors S1, S2, and S3 signal the present position of the lorry. Movement of the lorry is controlled by two control-signals K1 and K2 which cause the lorry to move to the right and to the left, respectively. To achieve the desired behavior, the device is controlled by some type of controller that emits these and other control-signals depending on the sequence of sensor-signals. The type of controller is not our concern here. 1 Notice that known controller states are not mentioned. They can be considered as known signals. However, they are deliberately left out in order to completely separate controller and fault detection (see section 5.) The initial position is A. Line (1) also declares the correct sequence. Position A and C are determined by the sensor-signals S1 and S3, respectively (2). The lorry operates S2 in position B, but also once on its way from C to A (3). S2 is not operated in other positions (4). The movements AB and BC may last 10s, CA 20s (5,6,7). Furthermore, the lorry cannot stay longer than 1s in position A, B, or C with K1 or K2 set (8,9,10).
(1) cycle(A,AB,B,BC,C,CA); (2) A = S1; C = S3; (3) impl(B,S2); exists(CA,S2); (4) impl(S2,B or CA); (5) duration(AB) <= 10s; (6) duration(BC) <= 10s; (7) duration(CA) <= 20s; (8) duration(A and (K1 or K2)) <= 1s; (9) duration(B and (K1 or K2)) <= 1s; (10) duration(C and (K1 or K2)) <= 1s; The main difference between such a constraint net and standard constraint nets is that variable-values change with time and constraints refer to these changes. Thus it is not sufficient to consider only current values. The cycle(S1,AB,B,BC,S3,CA); impl(B,S2); exists(CA,S2); impl(S2,V5); V5 = B or CA; V4 = K1 or K2; V1 = S1 and V4; V2 = B and V4; V3 = S3 and V4; duration(AB) <= 10s; duration(BC) <= 10s; duration(CA) <= 20s; duration(V1) <= 1s; duration(V2) <= 1s; duration(V3) <= 1s; Fig. 3 . Primitive constraint net equivalent to Fig. 2 whole history of values is important. Therefore, a temporal constraint net is needed.
A system description represents faultless and thus expected system behavior. To detect faults, actual system behavior must be monitored and compared with expected behavior using the system description. A fault is detected as soon as observations do no longer correspond with this description. The rest of this paper describes how TCNs are represented to support such a fault detection search and how it can be efficiently carried out.
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS
The usual approach to consider predicates with time is to use some type of temporal logic. In this context, real-time should be considered. A common approach to work with real-time is to simulate it with discrete time while using a constant tick ∆t for sampling.
In many applications, transition systems or automata have been used to represent temporal formulas, e.g., for program verification, model checking, etc. Automata theoretic results can thus be used when arguing with temporal formulas (Alur et al., 1991; Manna and Pnueli, 1981) . It therefore seems natural to define 
k defines values of the variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n for the instances of time t 1 < t 2 < < t k . Thus, TCs can be defined as follows:
Def. 2: A temporal constraint C on variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n , each x i having domain D i , is a timed transition system T = (Q; Σ; ; q i ) with 
Characterization of TCN-solutions
For "normal" constraint nets, the set of all solutions is defined by composition of all constraints, i.e., by intersection of all relations that define the constraints. Though no practical way for constructing solutions of TCNs, a similar characterization of TCN-solutions exists: instead of intersecting constraint relations, the product of all timed transition systems is constructed, where the product of timed transition systems is similarly defined as for finite automata (Eilenberg, 1976) . This is because timed transition systems can be considered as finite automata when interpreting time-symbol-pairs as symbols. This characterization is easy to see since each sequence accepted by the product is simultaneously accepted by each transition system of the TCN and vice versa. This lemma has as a consequence that a set of TCs can be considered as a single TC. Therefore, it makes sense to define a set of primitive constraints and to express system descriptions by nets of complex TCs (see Fig. 2 ) where the semantics of each complex constraint is defined by a set of primitive TCs (see Fig. 3 ).
Preprocessing TCNs
Since constructing products of timed transition systems is highly expensive (exponential in the number of transition systems), solving a TCN according to lemma 4 is not practical. The number of transition systems to be composed has to be minimized. An efficient solving method is presented now. The actual algorithm requires, however, that the TCN is treestructured:
Def. 5: A constraint net is called tree-structured if and only if a tree can be constructed with the following properties:
The constraints are considered the nodes of the tree.
Each edge from a constraint C i to a constraint C j is labelled with the set of variables that C i and C j have in common. If two different constraints C i and C j both constrain a variable x, then all edges along the unique path from C i to C j are labelled with x.
Each constraint net can be transformed into a treestructured one by preprocessing. Dechter and Pearl (1989) have presented an algorithm which has been extended in (Minas, 1992) . The preprocessing algorithm partitions the set of constraints. When considering each partition as a constraint (for TCNs, this is permitted according to lemma 4), this new constraint net is tree-structured. Partitioning can be performed in time O(nq 2 ) where n is the number of constraints and q is the number of variables. Creating the partitions' TCs by constructing product transition systems is of course expensive, but far less expensive than constructing the whole product transition system. Figure 4 shows the partitions for the TCN in Fig. 3 and the corresponding tree according to def. 5. 
Searching Algorithm
The algorithm is an adaptation of Freuder's solving algorithm for binary tree constraint nets (1988). The algorithm is repeatedly executed. Before each execution, values of some variables are predefined by measuring current sensor-and control-signals.
The constraint tree is topologically sorted and enumerated C 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C n where C 1 is the root. The reached states of all timed transition systems of the net can be combined in a state vector according to the enumeration of constraints. The only state vector at t 0 = 0 is the vector of initial states. When the algorithm is executed at t k , the actual task is to find all state vectors which can be reached by a transition, t k ? t k?1 after the last transition during the previous execution which started at t k?1 . These transitions must be consistent with the predefined values. If no successor state vector can be found, the TCN is insolvable at t k with respect to the history of predefined values; a fault has been detected. In general, several state vectors are reachable. The set of these vectors is used by the algorithm's next execution at t k+1 .
As input for the execution at t k , the algorithm gets the set of measured values at t k and the set Q pre of state vectors which have been found during the previous execution at t k?1 . The output is Q post , the set of possible successor state vectors of those in Q pre . The algorithm runs for each state vector in Q pre in three phases:
Phase 1: Determine the set A i] of possible symbols 2 Σ for every TC C i . They are limited by the transition relation and by predefined values.
Phase 2: Achieve directed arc consistency: go from the leaves to the root and remove those symbols which are still allowed for the current constraint, but which are inconsistent with every symbol for at least one of its children.
Phase 3: Determine possible successor state vectors by going from the root to the leaves. Choose a possible symbol for the current TC which can be combined with the symbol chosen for the parent. This cannot run into a dead end because of phase 2.
In the following, the algorithm is shown in detail: Fig. 3 is an example. Therefore, the algorithm's complexity is linear in the number of constraints. Using this algorithm together with preprocessing is thus an efficient method for fault detection.
The complete fault detection simply consists of repeatedly measuring control-and sensor-signals and of invoking algorithm Search: k = 0; t 0 = 0; Q pre := fq i1 ; q i2 ; : : :; q in g do forever k := k + 1; get time t k ; measure current control-and sensor-signals; invoke algorithm Search; if Q post = ; then fault detected fi; Q pre := Q post od
CONCLUSIONS
The presented fault detection method completely separates descriptions from controllers. Only externally visible signals are used. Thus, machine descriptions can be created in parallel with controllers. Furthermore, controllers can easily be modified without need to modify descriptions. Moreover, separation of controller and fault detection eases the supplementary addition of fault detection components to systems. This method combines heuristic and systematic approaches in one method, a major advantage. Using consistency conditions on visible signals only, the presented method is a heuristic and simple one. Representing internal machine states by variables of the TCN enables a model-driven method and accurate fault detection. Therefore, a machine description may be incrementally improved, whereas heuristic and systematic approaches allow either a simple, but inaccurate or an accurate, but expensive machine description. Furthermore, the machine description may be improved for some parts, whereas for other parts a simple and heuristic description may be sufficient. The system description by the TCN in Fig. 2 is an example for a description which is systematic and simple. An equivalent system description which is inspired by Takata and Schwager's (1982) Petri net notion is shown in Fig. 5 . The TCN of Fig. 2 is far easier and seems to be more comprehensible. However, TCNs are not less expressive than descriptions based on Petri nets since each Petri net description can be expressed by a TCN: each state is represented by a Boolean variable. Firing a transition can be expressed by TCs like falling edge(A) = rising edge(A') according to Fig. 5 . This means that changing the value of A from true to false coincides with changing the value of A' from false to true. Initial states of these variables can be expressed by constraints like initial(A,true) and initial(A',false). These primitive constraints are easily expressed by timed transition systems.
Thus, fault detection with TCNs is a simple and universal method unifying the existing categories of fault detection methods without any loss of expressivity. Furthermore, it supports iterative development and maintenance of system descriptions and thus fault detection.
The presented fault detection method has been successfully implemented. TCs can be expressed using a language which has also been utilized throughout this paper. To test this fault detection method, a simulator program has simulated several machines and controllers.
